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ABOUT THE BOOK 
Homing pigeon Homer and his parrot friend Lulu learn 
something is afoul when they witness four-legged 
criminals stealing valuables from both the animal and 
human communities. Using the sleuthing techniques he’s 
gathered from his favorite mystery comics, Homer and 
Lulu track down the bandits, but need human help to 
stop them for good. Can they find a way to communicate 
with their human keepers and lead them to the culprits’ 
hideout to stop the thieves? 

THEMES 
Friendship | Adventure | Mystery | Action | Animals 

BEFORE YOU READ 
The following activities will reinforce these skills: read, 
record, and discover. You can do the activities together 
as a class or ask each student to do them individually. 
• Draw three columns on a piece of chart paper.

(Leave the last column empty until the book has
been read.)

• Ask the students to look at the cover of the book and
predict what they think will happen in the book.
Record responses in the first column of the chart
paper. CCSS.ELA.RL.1, 2

• Take your students on a picture walk through the
book. Have them predict what might happen in the
book and record these predictions in the second
column on the chart paper. Draw out inferences
based on images. Are the predictions different from
the cover predictions? CCSS.ELA.RL.1, 2

AS YOU READ 
• Read the book chapter by chapter, stopping after

each chapter for reflections and questions. The
students will answer two questions per chapter.
CCSS.ELA.RL.1, 2, 3, 6; CCSS.ELA.SL.1, 2, 3

• Give each student some post-it notes to document
changes in predictions. The children should cite
pages to place in the third column on the chart.
CCSS.ELA.RL.4

• Collect new vocabulary words. Make a list of them
on the chalkboard. Continue to add to the list as you
read. CCSS.ELA.RL.4

AFTER YOU READ 
• Discuss what your students discovered after reading

the book. How did their opinions change from the
beginning of the story to the end? Take a look at the
post-it notes on the chart paper and talk about the
differences. CCSS.ELA.RL.5, 6

• At the beginning of each chapter there is a picture.
Ask students how each picture represents the
chapter.

• Discuss the questions at the end of each chapter. Ask
if anyone would like to share their thoughts. CCSS.
ELA.SL.1, 2, 3
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS BY CHAPTER 
 
Chapter 1: 

1. What is a homing pigeon? 
2. What does it mean to give someone a “hero’s 

welcome”? 
 

Chapter 2: 
1. Do you agree with Carlos? Do you think Homer 

has it pretty good? Why or why not? 
2. Homer spotted a bird that really grabbed his 

attention. Why did this bird grab his attention? 
What was so unique about this bird? 

 
Chapter 3: 

1. In this chapter Homer is trying to tell Otto 
something but is frustrated because Otto does 
not understand him. Have you ever felt like this? 
When? 

2. Otto’s grandfather has a pocket watch that is 
very special to him. Why is it so special? Does 
this remind you of anything from your life? 

 
Chapter 4 

1. Homer called the rat “devious.” What does this 
mean? How was the rat devious? 

2. Why did the orange cat start “yowling and 
howling like its paw was caught under a rocking 
chair”? 

 
Chapter 5 

1. Do you think there is a connection between the 
rats and the cats? Can you make a prediction? 

2. What does perseverance mean? What does it 
mean for Homer? 

 
Chapter 6 

1. What does it mean when a bird has their wing 
clipped? Why would they be clipped? Research 
pet birds to find out. 

2. How do you think Otto’s grandfather felt when 
he had his watch stolen? How would you feel if 
something important to you went missing? 

 
Chapter 7 

1. Homer describes himself as perplexed. What 
does that mean? Why is he perplexed? 

2. Homer felt uneasy frustration in this chapter, 
why is he feeling that way? Have you ever felt 
that way? Why? 

 

Chapter 8 
1. Why did Otto’s grandad look “sad and 

deflated”? What does that mean? Have you ever 
felt that way? 

2. When Charlotte’s hair clip gets stolen Lulu says 
that whoever took it is going to have to answer 
to her. What does that mean? Can you make a 
prediction about what is going to happen next? 

 
Chapter 9 

1. There are quite a few new words in this chapter. 
Using a dictionary, please define melancholy, 
despondent, flabbergasted, translator, and 
anticipation. How do these words relate to the 
story? 

2. What are some words that you would use to 
describe the way Lulu felt when Homer was 
describing letters and words to her? Why? 

 
Chapter 10 

1. Homer was excited to hear that Carlos had 
“recruited reinforcements.” What does that 
mean? Why was Homer excited? 

2. Even though Lulu did not think it was a good 
idea, she agreed to help Homer. Why do you 
think she did this? Can you make a prediction? 
What do you think is going to happen next? 

 
Chapter 11 

1. Homer said that they are looking for signs or 
clues. He also said “this is exploratory.” What 
does that mean? Use the text to help answer that 
question. 

2. Lulu and Homer both know that they need the 
help of humans to help solve this mystery. How 
do you think they are going to get the humans to 
understand them? 

 
Chapter 12 

1. Homer describes what he and Lulu saw as the 
“reptilian colossus.” What do you think that 
means? Do you think that is a good description? 
Why? 

2. Lulu and Homer used many clues to get Otto 
and Charlotte to understand them. What were 
some of the clues that they used, and why did 
they use them? 
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Chapter 13 
1. Lulu said “Let’s get this newscast going.” What 

was the “newscast” that she was talking about? 
Did it work? Why or why not? 

2. Why does Otto think that a grownup wouldn’t 
believe their story? Would you believe their 
story? Why or why not? 

 
Chapter 14 

1. Do you think it is a good idea for Otto and 
Charlotte to climb down in a manhole? Make a 
list of reasons, both why and why not. 

2. In this chapter, Otto makes a prediction about 
how many people will be out on Donovan Street. 
Can you make a prediction about what is going 
to happen next?  

 
Chapter 15 

1. The inside of the underground city tunnel was 
described as dark, drippy, and daunting. How 
does this description make you feel? Would you 
want to be in that tunnel? 

2. While in the tunnel, the water is starting to rise, 
and Charlotte is feeling scared. Do you think 
they made the right decision by going into the 
tunnel? What would you have done in this 
situation? 

 
Chapter 16 

1. Homer was feeling unsure of himself and his 
abilities to navigate in the tunnel. Why was he 
feeling this way? 

2. How do you think Charlotte and Otto felt when 
they saw Snaps? How would you have felt in the 
same situation? 

 
Chapter 17 

1. When Otto and Charlotte approached the police 
officers, they described the police officers’ 
eyebrows as “arched way up.” What does this 
mean? What do you think the police officers 
thought when they first saw Charlotte, Otto, 
Lulu, and Homer? 

2. At the end of the chapter Homer says, “He 
smothered me with little smooches. Like I was a 
hero or something.” Do you think Homer is a 
hero? Why or why not? 

 
 
 
 

Chapter 18 
1. In this chapter, we find out that Snaps had been 

a pet to someone. What is the lesson we learn 
from this? Do you think it is a good lesson? 

2. Do you think that Snaps is happy about her new 
home? What evidence do you have to support 
your answer? 

 
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 

 
LANGUAGE ARTS 
• Ask students to use one adjective to describe each of 

the following characters: Homer, Otto, Grandad, 
Charlotte, Lulu, and Carlos. CCSS.ELA.L.1 

• Discuss with the class if there is anything within the 
story that students connect with. Have students write 
about a time when they felt the same way as one of 
the characters in the book. CCSS.ELA.W.1; 
CCSS.ELA.1, 2 

• When finished with the book, instruct students to 
choose two of the new vocabulary words. Ask them 
to use each word in a sentence. CCSS.ELA.FS.2, 3; 
CCSS.ELA.L.1, 2 

• Homer would read the newspaper clippings, 
including comics, at the bottom of his crate every 
day. As a class, create a newspaper about things that 
are happening in your school. CCSS.ELA.W.1; 
CCSS.IT.1, 2, 3, 5, 7,  9 

 
SCIENCE 
• In small groups, have students research an animal 

that was mentioned in this book and share their 
findings with the class. CCSS.IT.1, 2, 3, 5, 9 

• Homer describes himself as having an “internal 
compass.” As a class, research what a compass does. 
Do other animals have an internal compass? In small 
groups, build a compass and see if it can be used to 
find direction. CCSS.SL.1, 2, 3; CCSS.IT.2, 3, 7 

 
MATH 
• Ask students to create a division and/or 

multiplication word problem using all four friends 
from the story. Share the problems with the entire 
class. CCSS.MATH.OA 

• Otto and Charlotte looked at maps of the sewer 
system to figure out where they were going. Ask 
your students to draw a map from their house to 
school, making sure that they label landmarks and 
calculate distances. CCMS.MD.3, 4 
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ART 
• Have your students recreate their favorite scene in 

the book, looking at it from a bird’s-eye view. 
CCSS.SL.4, 5, 6. 

 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
• Otto mentions that homing pigeons were used in the 

war. Do research about homing pigeons throughout 
history. Have your students answer these questions 
and brainstorm more: Which war used homing 
pigeons? What were homing pigeons used for? Are 
homing pigeons still used today? How hard are they 
to train? CCSS.RL.1, 2, 3; CCSS.IT.1, 2, 3. 

 
 
REVIEWS 
“Cole’s gentle animal fantasies can always be depended 

upon, and this light mystery is just right for  
young readers…. Cole mixes humor with intrigue to 
keep the narrative bouncing along, and readers will  

get a kick out of the unusual detective team…  
Hand this to fans of Chris Riddell’s Ottoline and the 

Yellow Cat (2008) and A. B. Greenfield’s  
Ra the Mighty: Cat Detective (2018).”  

—Booklist 
 

“Engaging… The birds’ exploits are surprisingly 
believable and enjoyable to follow in Homer’s first-
person narration…. Who doesn’t love smart, friendly 

birds on a secret mission?”  
—Kirkus Reviews 

 
“Chirpy… Cole (Brambleheart) richly imbues the 

narrative with sensory details… The expressive b&w 
pencil illustrations, rendered in panels evoking 

newspaper comics, heighten drama, tension,  
and humor.”  

—Publishers Weekly 
 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Henry Cole is the illustrator of more than ninety books 
for children, including bestsellers such as The 
Leprechaun’s Gold, Little Bo, And Tango Makes Three, 
and Oink!, in addition to many of his own books, such 
as A Nest for Celeste and Jack’s Garden. He lives in 
Florida.  
 

www.henrycole.net 
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